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On the Thermo-Electrical
Modeling of Small Satellite’s
Solar Panels
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The thermal modeling of small satellites (up to 100 kg) is crucial for
predicting and managing their operation, and may present significant
differences when compared to the thermal modeling carried out in
relation to larger spacecraft. In this article, the modeling of their
solar panels is underlined as one of these differences. The efficiency of
spacecraft solar panels is affected by three main variables: the sun’s
irradiance, the cells’ temperatures, and the operating voltage. Unlike
the most common approach, which only takes into account the first
two variables and decouples the thermal problem from the electrical
one, the coupled thermo-electric problem of the solar panel efficiency
as a whole is considered in this article. Using the UPMSat-2 mission
as an example, the importance of considering the operating voltage
in the thermal analysis of a mission is proven in the present article
(for the prediction of temperature and generated power). A simple
but accurate I–V (Current–Voltage) curve model to calculate panel
efficiency is proposed for modeling the solar panels performance, this
method being easily implemented in ESATAN©.
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I. INTRODUCTION 2

During the last decade, small satellites (too small to be 3

the standalone payload) have become a relevant fraction 4

of the spacecraft launched every year and continue to in- 5

crease. A total of 244 new nanosatellites were successfully 6

launched in 2018, and more than 400 were announced for 7

2019. Furthermore, the number of launched nanosatellites 8

is expected to reach 700 in 2023 [1]. The main reason 9

behind this success is a great cost reduction, which makes 10

space-based commercial and scientific activities an actual 11

possibility for many new actors that previously could not 12

afford them. This cost reduction is achieved by means 13

of miniaturization, which also implies a large reduction 14

of mass and standardization of components. The power 15

subsystem is a typical example of standardized parts and 16

components. In almost every small satellite, this subsystem 17

is composed of solar panels (see Fig. 1), a battery, a cable 18

harness, and a printed circuit board used as power distri- 19

bution control system [2]. It is obvious that an adequate 20

knowledge of the solar panels’ behavior is key to efficient 21

power management. Nevertheless, it should be underlined 22

that proper knowledge of the solar panels’ performance is 23

equally important for the thermal modeling of the small 24

satellite, something which is usually left aside in the design 25

of this type of mission, because a simplified model is 26

used [3]. This relationship between power generation and 27

thermal effects represents a coupled problem, as the electric 28

power delivered by a solar panel depends on its efficiency 29

which, in turn, depends on the operating voltage V, the solar 30

irradiance G, and the temperature of the solar cells T [4]–[7]. 31

The correct estimation of solar panels’ efficiency is key 32

in thermal analysis, as it determines how much energy re- 33

ceived by the panel is translated into electric power and how 34

much into heat. In current thermal studies of small satellites, 35

the thermo-electric problem of solar panel efficiency is 36

rarely completely analyzed. The following two possibilities 37

are normally considered: 38

1) A constant efficiency, which may be considered a 39

conservative approach for initial sizing [11], but it is 40

inaccurate even for preliminary design. 41

2) A temperature dependent-efficiency, which may be 42

adequate if the solar panel’s power regulation system 43

is Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) [12]. 44

This means that the output voltage of the solar panel 45

is set at its Maximum Power Point (MPP) by varying 46

the impedance to which the solar panel is connected 47

[4], [5]. MPPT is often used in high cost space- 48

craft (such as scientific, military, or communications 49

satellites), but it is not typically used in small-size 50

and low-cost satellites. In these cases, Direct Energy 51

Transfer (DET) power regulation is used instead. In 52

DET systems, the solar panels are connected to a 53

fixed operating voltage (which normally depends on 54

the battery charge level), that sets the energy conver- 55

sion efficiency of the panel [13], [14]. Most thermal 56

models of low-cost satellites do not take the solar 57

panels’ operating voltage (their output voltage) into 58
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Fig. 1. Selex-Galileo SPVS 5-cell modules composed of Azur Space
3G28C solar cells (top-left). UPMSat-2 satellite [8]–[10] TVAC

(Thermal VAcuum Chamber) testing at IDR/UPM Institute (bottom-left).
UPMSat-2 during integration tasks at the Centre Spatial Guyanais of

CNES (Kourou, French Guiana, February 2020) (right).

Fig. 2. Azur Space 3G28C solar cell. Power supplied P versus output
voltage V (P–V curves), for cell temperatures T = 0 °C, 20 °C, 40 °C, and

60 °C. The MPP in each curve are indicated with open rhombi (top).
Efficiency η, versus solar cell temperature T, for different cell output

voltage levels V. The curve indicating the maximum possible efficiencies
has been included in the graph with open rhombi (bottom).

account. However, changes in this variable might59

have a large effect on the efficiency. This could60

explain why so many small satellites have thermal61

failures, or produce less power than expected [15].62

In Fig. 2, the power–voltage curves (P–V curves) of63

a single solar cell (3G28C Azur Space) are plotted for64

several cell temperatures. The importance of an accurate65

temperature prediction from thermal models is seen in this 66

figure. The MPPs (one for each curve) are indicated with 67

open diamonds. If this cell is connected to an impedance 68

that imposes a 2.6 output voltage, maximum power would 69

be supplied by the cell at T = 0 °C. However, this supplied 70

power would fall to zero if the temperature of the cell rises 71

above T = 40 °C. Furthermore, it should be underlined 72

that even if the photovoltaic power production is prevented 73

from falling to zero, the efficiency of the solar panels is 74

significantly compromised by the output voltage level. The 75

available power in a spacecraft with MPPT will move along 76

the rhombi line when the temperature changes. On the other 77

hand, since the voltage is fixed by the battery, the power in a 78

spacecraft with a DET system will move over vertical lines 79

like the dotted one for 2.6 V. To analyze the behavior of 80

this type of satellite, it is convenient to consider constant 81

voltage lines in the thermal analysis. 82

The efficiency of the aforementioned solar cell η, is also 83

plotted in Fig. 2 in relation to the temperature of the solar 84

cell T, for a constant output voltage levels from V = 2.35 V 85

to V = 2.8 V. In this figure, it can be observed how different 86

voltages cause high differences in panels’ efficiency for the 87

same temperature. Satellites with MPPT will always operate 88

in the optimum voltage, therefore the efficiency of the panel 89

for different temperatures will be along the diamond line. 90

However, satellites with DET depend on the battery and 91

combinations of high output voltages and high temperatures 92

would have a strong negative impact on a satellite solar 93

panels’ efficiency. Furthermore, the decrease in the supplied 94

power associated to the lower efficiency will lead to more 95

heating of the panels which will in turn rise their temperature 96

and decrease efficiency even more. 97

In this article, a thermo-electric model for DET satellites 98

is proposed, the effect of the solar panel efficiency on the 99

thermal problem being studied by using coupled analysis 100

that takes into account the effect of the electrical problem 101

in the thermal one and the effect of the thermal problem 102

in the electrical one. The results included in this work are 103

obtained by the following: 104

1) ESATAN© modeling [16]. 105

2) Programing the electric models of a satellite’s solar 106

cells assemblies and solar panels. These models have 107

been previously correlated to experimental results 108

[9], [17]. 109

It should be underlined that ESATAN© is the thermal 110

analysis software required by the European Space Agency 111

(ESA) in all its missions [18]. Many works in the available 112

literature are an example of the use of this software to ana- 113

lyze thermal behavior of space systems [19]–[22]. The most 114

relevant contribution of the present work is the achieve- 115

ment of thermo-electric coupled modeling programmed in 116

ESATAN©, that was made possible, thanks to the explicit 117

method developed to analyze solar panel electrical behavior 118

[17]. 119

The UPMSat-2 satellite (see Fig. 1) is used as a case 120

study in the present work. This is a 50 kg satellite developed 121

by Instituto Universitario de Microgravedad “Ignacio Da 122
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TABLE I
UPMSat-2 Mission: Main Characteristics

Riva” (IDR/UPM), which is a research institute integrated123

in Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM). After a 1-124

year delay caused by problems of the VEGA launcher, the125

Covid-19 disease, and the meteorology (winds) at high alti-126

tude, this mission was launched on September 2, 2020. The127

UPMSat-2 is a university-class microsatellite which serves128

both as a technological demonstrator and as a powerful129

pedagogical tool for the Master in Space Systems (MUSE130

– Máster Universitario en Sistemas Espaciales) from UPM131

University [8], [23]. The most relevant characteristics of132

this satellite are summarized in Table I.133

Rest of this article is organized as follows. The electric134

model used for the thermo-electric coupled analysis and135

the different possible approaches to the thermo-electric136

problem are described in Section II. In Section III, results137

are included. These results are related to 1) a simple case138

analysis of a solar panel orbiting around the Earth; and 2) the139

thermo-electric problem associated to the UPMSat-2. The140

results are also discussed in this section. Finally, Section IV141

concludes this article.142

II. PROPOSED METHOD AND ANALYSIS143

A. Electric Modeling of Solar Panels144

Before analyzing the thermo-electric problem of a solar145

panel, it is convenient to describe the selected electrical146

Fig. 3. 1-Diode/2-Resistor equivalent circuit of a solar panel.

model. A solar panel can be analyzed by means of an equiv- 147

alent circuit. The most typical electric circuit equivalent to a 148

photovoltaic device is comprised of an ideal current source, 149

one diode and two resistors (see Fig. 3). The equation that 150

defines the behavior of this 1-Diode/2-Resistor equivalent 151

circuit is [24]: 152

I = Ipv − ID − V + IRs

IRsh

= Ipv − I0

[
exp

(
V + IRs

aVT

)
− 1

]
− V + IRs

IRsh
, (1)

where I is the output current, V is the output voltage, Rs and 153

Rsh are the series and shunt resistors, Ipv is the photocurrent 154

delivered by the current source, and I0 is the saturation 155

current of the diode. Besides, a is the ideality factor of the 156

diode, and VT = nkT/q is the thermal voltage, in which n 157

is the number of series-connected cells of the photovoltaic 158

device, T is its temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, 159

and q is the charge of the electron [25]. 160

One of the main issues to address when using this 161

equation is obtaining the five parameters of the circuit: Ipv, 162

I0, Rs, Rsh, and a. Different methods have been proposed to 163

solve this problem, attending to the source of the data used 164

for the parameter extraction (experimental measurements of 165

the photovoltaic device, manufacturer datasheet …) [26]– 166

[29]. These parameters are not a group of constant figures. 167

On the contrary, they depend on the temperature and the 168

operating irradiance instead. This, together with the implicit 169

formulation of the problem, makes the coupled analysis 170

of the thermo-electric problem quite challenging and, as 171

said, unseen within the usual thermal analyzes in the space 172

industry. 173

The use of an explicit method for the solar panels 174

modeling might represent an alternative and simpler way 175

for the electric model, in relation to the 1-Diode/2-Resistor 176

equivalent circuit model [30]. This seems reasonable in the 177

present cases, bearing in mind that a detailed modeling 178

of the electrical problem is not essential. The approach 179

proposed by Pindado and Cubas [17], manages to address 180

both issues in a simple way and with a high degree of 181

accuracy. It involves an explicit formulation that depends 182

on the photovoltaic device manufacturer datasheet parame- 183

ters (Isc the short-circuit current, Imp the maximum power 184

current, Voc open-circuit voltage, and Vmp maximum power 185

voltage), thus greatly simplifying the calculation problem. 186

Two different equations, one for V < Vmp and a second one 187

for V > Vmp, are defined to describe the solar cell/panel 188
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TABLE II
Characteristic Values of the Azur Space Triple Junction 3G28C Solar

Cell and the Selex-Galileo SPVS 5-cell

Nominal Values Obtained at STC, That Is AM0, G = 1367 W/m2, and T = 28 °C
(Beginning of Life –BOL– Values).

behavior (that is, the I–V curve):189

I =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Isc

[
1 −

(
1 − Imp

Isc

) (
V

Vmp

) Imp
Isc−Imp

]
;V ≤ Vmp

Imp
Vmp

V

[
1 −

(
V −Vmp

Voc−Vmp

)φ
]

;V ≥ Vmp

. (2)

In the above equation, the exponent φ can be defined as:190

φ = − ∂I

∂V

∣∣∣∣
V =Voc

Voc

Imp

(
Voc

Vmp
− 1

)

� Isc

Imp

(
Isc

Isc − Imp

) (
Voc − Vmp

Voc

)
. (3)

The effect of solar irradiance G, and solar cells tempera-191

ture T, on the panel behavior (that is, on the I–V curve), can192

be taken into account by addressing the dependence of the193

four characteristic points with G and T. This information is194

typically included in the datasheet of the solar cells/panels195

from the manufacturer, and it can be generally expressed as196

[31]–[33]:197

Isc = G

G0
[Isc0 + αIsc (T − T0)] , (4)

Imp = G

G0
[Imp0 + αImp(T − T0)], (5)

Voc = Voc0 + aVT ln
G

G0
+ αVoc (T − T0) , (6)

Vmp = Vmp0 + aVT ln
G

G0
+ αV mp (T − T0) , (7)

being αIsc, αImp, αVoc, and αVmp the coefficients that198

define the variation of the corresponding parameter with199

the temperature T, in relation to the reference one T0. As an200

example, the coefficients of the Azur Space triple junction201

3G28C solar cells, measured at standard test conditions202

(STC), are included in Table II. These are the solar cells203

used in the Selex-Galileo SPVS 5-cell (series connected)204

modules (see Fig. 1), that conform each one of the five205

Fig. 4. I–V curves of Selex-Galileo SPVS 5-cell modules (see also Fig.
1 and Table II) plotted for different incident angles α, of the irradiance

(top), and for different temperatures (bottom).

solar panels of the UPMSat-2 (the coefficients related to 206

these modules are also included in Table II). 207

The results from Table II were checked at the facili- 208

ties of CIEMAT (Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, 209

Medioambientales y Tecnológicas, the public research body 210

devoted to energy and environment and the technologies 211

related to them in Spain [34]–[36]), by measuring the I–V 212

curve of one SPVS five solar modules. 213

In Fig. 4, the effect of the variation of the irradiance G, on 214

the I–V curve is shown. Since the typical source of variation 215

of G in space is the direction of the sunlight in relation to 216

the solar panels, the curves have been plotted for different 217

values of the angle between the irradiance direction and the 218

surface of the solar panel θ , (for each curve, the associated 219

irradiance can be obtained as 1367 W/m2 multiplied by 220

sinθ). Additionally, the effect of the temperature T, on 221

the solar panel I–V curve is shown in the aforementioned 222

figure. Five different curves, corresponding to temperatures 223

between 25 °C and 85 °C, have been plotted in this graph. 224

All curves of Fig. 4 were calculated with (2). 225

In order to obtain the power delivered by a solar panel P, 226

it is necessary to know the admittance of the system to which 227

the panel is connected. This information gives the operation 228

point on the I–V curve, and hence the power supplied by the 229

panel (P = VI). Due to this reason, this operation point 230

might be essential in the design of a spacecraft power 231

subsystem. As it can be seen in the rightmost part of the I–V 232

curves from Fig. 4, slight variations in the output voltage 233

V, can produce important variations in power due to the 234

steep slope of the curves in that region. Furthermore, the 235
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Fig. 5. Typical thermo-electrical methodologies used in thermal
analysis. In each case, the part of the problem implemented in the thermal
software used for the present analysis is indicated by grey background.

possible combinations of temperature T, and output voltage236

V, should be carefully considered, as certain values of the237

output voltage can maximize the delivered power, but the238

same values of this voltage may not produce power at all239

if the temperature of the cells rises. For example, a value240

of V = 12.3 V produces the maximum possible amount of241

power at 25 °C, but the current I and thus the power P fall242

to zero for T > 55 °C. It is therefore important to consider243

all these factors when analyzing the power provided by the244

solar panels.245

B. Thermo-Electric Problem246

Three different approaches/levels of complexity can be247

considered in the thermo-electric problem (see Fig. 5):248

1) In the first approach, hereinafter AP-1, for each time249

step, the thermal and power mathematical models250

are calculated as sequential independent problems.251

This approach is still quite common in preliminary252

analyses. For the thermal problem, the efficiency of253

the panels η, is a constant, and in the case of the254

electrical problem, the temperature of the panels T,255

is indicated by the thermal problem.256

2) In the second approach, hereinafter AP-2, the257

thermo-electric problem is coupled but only from the258

thermal point of view. This is the approach currently259

used for detailed thermal analysis. For each time260

step, the thermal problem is solved first considering261

the effect of temperature on the photovoltaic effi-262

ciency η. The electrical problem is ignored by as-263

suming that the solar panel is continuously working264

with an MPPT, that is, the photovoltaic panel voltage265

V, is assumed to be equal to the maximum power266

voltage Vmp [3]. Therefore, the efficiency of the267

panel only depends on the temperature. Within this268

approach any variation in the panel temperature shall269

produce a variation in the panel efficiency η, which 270

in turn affects the amount of heat QS, absorbed by 271

the panel [37]. This leads to an iteration process until 272

an equilibrium solution is reached. After the thermal 273

problem, the electric problem and the temperature 274

effects on the power production P, are solved using 275

the temperature outputs of this thermal analysis as an 276

input in the electrical model. The problem with this 277

approach is that it is only realistic when the operating 278

voltage of the panels is controlled, something that is 279

not implemented in most small satellites. 280

3) In the present article, a third approach to the ther- 281

mal problem of DET satellites, hereinafter AP-3, is 282

presented. In this case, the thermal and the electric 283

models are coupled. That is, both are solved at the 284

same time in each time step inside the thermal anal- 285

ysis software. Within this approach, both variations 286

in the panel temperature and panel voltage produce 287

variations in the panel efficiency η, which in turn 288

affects the amount of heat QS, absorbed by the panel. 289

And, again, this leads to an iteration process until an 290

equilibrium solution is reached. It should be pointed 291

out that the variation in efficiency produced at a 292

defined temperature is determined by the admittance 293

I/V, to which the solar panel is connected. This 294

admittance provides the corresponding point on the 295

I–V curve, which is defined for a single temperature 296

T. This approach is essential for representing the 297

DET configuration of satellite power subsystems, the 298

battery being directly connected to the solar panels. It 299

is a simple design that, although it does not maximize 300

the power delivery from the solar panels, reduces the 301

possibility of failure as less electronic circuits are 302

involved. 303

III. RESULTS 304

A. Thermo-Electric Problem of a Simple Solar Panel 305

In order to carry out a first comparison between the 306

three approaches described above, a simple case has been 307

proposed: one solar panel in space, facing the Sun and 308

orbiting Earth in a polar orbit whose plane is parallel to the 309

solar irradiance (see Fig. 6). The thermo-electric models 310

have been built in ESATAN©. The solar panel is composed 311

of one single Selex-Galileo SPVS 5-cell module (see Fig. 312

1 and Table II). 313

The thermo-electric model has been built by using a 314

very simple 2-node thermal model as a base, the cells of the 315

solar panel being grouped into one single thermal node with 316

uniform temperature (node #1), using the lumped parameter 317

approach [38], [39]. The second node is used to model 318

the substrate (node #2). In Fig. 6 (bottom), the node for 319

the solar panels is depicted in grey color, whereas the 320

substrate is depicted in white. The main radiative heat fluxes 321

are shown on the left side of the figure: direct solar flux (QS), 322

reflected albedo (QA), and infrared radiation from Earth 323

(QE). The mathematical model that describes this problem 324

GOMEZ-SAN-JUAN ET AL.: THE THERMO-ELECTRICAL MODELING OF SMALL SATELLITE’S SOLAR PANELS 5
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Fig. 6. Simple case study analyzed to compare the three approaches of
the thermo-electric problem. Sketches of the main heat fluxes of thermal

model (top), and the considered orbit (bottom).

is the following one:325

C1
dT1

dt
= QS−1 + QA−1 + QE−1 + GL12(T2 − T1),

− σGR1E T 4
1 + σGR1∞(T 4

∞ − T 4
1 ), (8)

C2
dT2

dt
= QS−2 + QA−2 + QE−2 + GL12(T1 − T2),

− σGR2E T 4
2 + σGR2∞(T 4

∞ − T 4
2 ), (9)

where for each one of the nodes (subscript 1 or 2), the326

variation of the internal energy (CidTi/dt) is equal to the sum327

of external heat fluxes (QS, QA, QE), plus the conductive328

heat exchange with the other node of the photovoltaic329

device (GL term), minus the infrared heat load radiated330

to Earth (σGRiET4) plus the heat exchanged by radiation331

with deep space (σGRi�(T�
4− T4)), at a temperature of332

T� = 3 K. In this case, the desired solution is the cyclic333

periodic solution, in which the thermal problem is solved334

iteratively, introducing the solution of the final point of335

one orbit as the initial conditions of the following. The336

problem is considered solved when the differences between337

the solutions of two consecutive orbits were below 0.01 K.338

The radiative external loads (QS, QA, QE) and the339

radiative heat exchange coefficients (GR) were calculated340

by ESATAN© using a Monte Carlo ray tracing algorithm.341

However, the solar heat loads actually absorbed as heat by342

the solar cell QS-1 and QA-1 depend on the cell’s efficiency343

and reflectivity. These absorbed heat loads are the fraction of344

the solar irradiance arriving to the cell that is not converted345

into electric power nor reflected to space. The efficiency346

η dictates the amount of energy transformed into electric347

power by the photovoltaic device. As for the reflected348

Fig. 7. Results from the simple case analyzed [solar panel formed by a
Selex-Galileo SPVS 5-cell module facing the sun during one orbit (see

Fig. 6)]. Cells temperature (top) T, and power delivered by the solar
panel (bottom) P, along one orbit. The results from the different

approaches followed to model the electric operation of the panel (AP-1,
AP-2, and AP-3 –with the three selected output voltages–), are included

in the graphs.

solar irradiance, it depends on the cells solar reflectance 349

ρ. In thermal control, it is typical to work with the solar 350

absorptance instead, α which for an opaque material is α = 351

1 – ρ. Therefore, the solar heat loads absorbed by the solar 352

cell can be defined as 353

QS−1 = Q∗
S−1αe f f = Q∗

S−1(α − η) (10)

QA−1 = Q∗
A−1αe f f = Q∗

A−1(α − η). (11)

In the above equations, the values of the solar heat 354

loads absorbed by the solar cell QS-1 and QA-1, equal 355

the values obtained by ESATAN© (calculated using a solar 356

absorptance of α = 1 –symbols with a star (∗) superscript, 357

Q∗
S-1 and Q∗

A−1), multiplied by the effective solar ab- 358

sorptance αeff. This effective solar absorptance is obtained 359

by subtracting the cells efficiency η, to the actual solar 360

absorptance α. As the cells are triple junction cells and 361

produce energy from all the solar wavelength [40], albedo 362

has been considered as a source of energy as well. Therefore, 363

in expressions (4)–(7), G = Q∗
S + Q∗

A. However, this may 364

be studied from case to case. 365

This simple case has been solved with the three different 366

approaches described above: AP-1, AP-2, and AP-3 (see 367

Fig. 7 and Table III). The main difference between them is 368

the mode of calculating the efficiency of the solar panel 369

η = IV/AG. In the first approach AP-1, η is considered 370

constant, equal to the maximum efficiency value (ηmax = 371

0.28). In the second approach AP-2, η is not constant but 372

the panel is working at the MPP, that is, V = Vmp, and I = 373
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TABLE III
Results From the Simple Case Analyzed (Solar Panel Formed by a

Selex-Galileo SPVS 5-cell Module Facing the Sun During One
Orbit, See Fig. 1)

Maximum and Minimum Temperature Values of the Solar Panel, and Mean
Value of the Power Delivered, for the Analyzed Cases.

Imp. Therefore, only (5) are used to obtain voltage Vmp, and374

current Imp, for each temperature, and then the efficiency375

η(T), is obtained by using those values. With this new value376

of the efficiency a new value of the temperature can be377

generated for the next iteration, the process being repeated378

until convergence is achieved. In the approach proposed in379

this work (AP-3), the admittance to which the solar panel380

is connected I/V, is taken into account by considering three381

different solar panel output voltage values: 9.4, 11.3, and382

12.3 V (corresponding to minimum, nominal and maximum383

expected voltages during the mission). With the value of384

the voltage fixed, the current can be calculated for certain385

values of irradiance and temperature (3)–(7). After that,386

it is possible to calculate the produced power P, and the387

efficiency η. Again, with this new value of the efficiency,388

a new value of the temperature can be generated for the389

next iteration, the process being repeated until convergence390

is achieved. The selected values of the solar panel output391

voltage values are derived from the limits of the operational392

voltage range of the UPMSat-2 mission, plus an interme-393

diate value corresponding to Vmp at nominal temperature394

(T = 28 °C).395

In Fig. 7, the evolution of solar panel temperature T,396

within one orbit is plotted in relation to the time t, whereas397

the power P, delivered by the solar panel is plotted in the398

bottom graph. AP-1 provides the lowest temperature profile399

and a constant power output of 6.3 W during solar illumi-400

nation, which occurs constantly outside the eclipse period401

(t = 1840 s to t = 3960 s). As the efficiency remains constant402

(with the larger value from the STC, η = 28%), the amount403

of energy transformed into heat is lowest, thus resulting in404

the lowest temperatures as well. The results corresponding405

to AP-2 (working under the hypothesis that the voltage V406

is always fixed at the MPP for each temperature), show a407

slightly higher temperature (around 2.5 °C for the warmest408

points of the orbit), and a power output that reflects the loss409

of efficiency even with a theoretically perfect MPPT. The410

power obtained by AP-2 is lower than the power obtained by411

AP-1, with the exception of a small period after the eclipse,412

in which the efficiency of the solar panel is larger than the413

maximum from STC. The efficiency of AP-1 could have414

increased in the case of having chosen an efficiency that was415

constant but closer to the one corresponding to the average416

temperature of the satellite during orbit.417

The results obtained by using AP-3 require a more 418

thorough explanation. The results related to the first selected 419

voltage (V = 9.4 V) show a higher temperature of the solar 420

panel, resulting in a lower amount of power delivered by the 421

solar panel when compared to AP-1 or AP-2. With regard to 422

the second selected voltage (V = 11.3 V), the temperature 423

rises at the initial period of the orbit, causing a decrease of 424

the power delivered to zero. However, the temperature of 425

the solar panel decreases before the eclipse after reaching 426

its maximum, resulting in some power delivery by the solar 427

panel. After the eclipse, the temperature of the solar panel 428

starts rising from its minimum value which, on the other 429

hand, causes the decrease of the power delivered from its 430

maximum (just after the eclipse). The results obtained with 431

the third selected voltage (V = 12.3 V) are similar to the 432

ones from the previous case (V = 11.3 V), but now the solar 433

panel delivers power during a brief period after the eclipse 434

(in which the low temperatures modify the shape of the solar 435

panel’s I–V curve, setting its open circuit voltage above the 436

selected voltage level). 437

The results of this simulation are summarized in 438

Table III. As it can be observed, the differences between the 439

modeling approaches may derive in a maximum predicted 440

temperature divergence larger than the typical temperature 441

uncertainty margins (±10 °C), resulting in noticeable dif- 442

ferences regarding the power delivered by the solar panel. 443

B. Thermo-Electric Analysis of the UPMSat-2 444

In this section, the power production in a real mission 445

is analyzed in detail by using the thermo-electric modeling 446

(AP-3) described above, in order to demonstrate the impor- 447

tant variations that can be obtained in thermal and electrical 448

results depending on the voltage variation of a DET satellite: 449

the UPMSat-2, see Section I for relevant characteristics of 450

this spacecraft. 451

The attitude control system is magnetic and spin stabi- 452

lized. It is based on providing a magnetic torque following 453

the control law: 454

�m = −k(�̇b + �ωd ×�b), (12)

where �b is Earth’s magnetic field at the satellite’s position, 455

�ωd is the intended angular velocity, and k is an adjustable 456

constant. This magnetic control law has been demonstrated 457

to be stable and robust, and after some initial detumbling, 458

the angular velocity of the satellite converges to �ω = �ωd 459

[41]. According to this control law, the axis of rotation of 460

the satellite (Z) is orthogonal to the local magnetic field. 461

The satellite with its reference coordinate system can be 462

observed in Fig. 8. The satellite’s attitude along the orbit in 463

the orbital reference frame (X0, Y0, Z0), can be observed 464

on the right side of the figure. In this reference frame, 465

X0 axis points toward the ascending node of the orbit, Y0 466

is perpendicular to the orbit pointing toward the negative 467

direction of the satellite’s rotation axis, and Z0 coincides 468

with Earth’s axis of rotation. 469

The power subsystem relies on photovoltaic solar cells 470

for power generation and on an 18 A·h Li-ion battery. The 471

GOMEZ-SAN-JUAN ET AL.: THE THERMO-ELECTRICAL MODELING OF SMALL SATELLITE’S SOLAR PANELS 7
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Fig. 8. UPMSat-2 coordinates system (top). Sketch of the UPMSat-2
normal attitude within the selected orbit, rotating around its Z-axis

(bottom).

Fig. 9. Sketch of the UPMSat-2 ESATAN© thermal mathematical
model.

solar panels of the satellite are built with Selex-Galileo472

SPVS 5 modules. The solar panels allocated on the four473

lateral faces of the satellite (−X, −Y, +X, +Y), are built474

with four pairs of modules connected in parallel (these475

pairs of modules are composed of two modules connected476

in series). There is a fifth solar panel, located on the top477

face (+Z), that will provide some power supply in certain478

moments of the mission.479

The thermo-electric model has been developed using as480

a base the UPMSat-2 thermal model within the UPMSat-481

2/VEGA launcher coupled thermal analysis, required by the482

launcher authority [42] (see Fig. 9). This model had been483

correlated with the thermal vacuum test data previously to484

delivery to Arianespace. It is composed of 383 nodes, being485

a small-to-medium thermal model. The solar modules of486

the panel are identical to the one that was modeled in the 487

previous section, that is, all solar cells are supposed to be 488

merged into one. The electrical behavior of the UPMSat-2 489

solar panels was studied by modeling the I–V curve of solar 490

module with (2)–(7). 491

As the battery voltage of the UPMsat-2 sets the working 492

point of the solar panels on the I–V curve, three different 493

voltage levels have been considered, the minimum and the 494

maximum battery voltages, and an intermediate value (that 495

is, 18.8, 22.6, and 24.6 V). The delivered power from each 496

one of the Selex-Galileo SPVS 5 modules was obtained 497

from its I–V curve, considering a voltage level equal to 498

half the solar panel output voltage (as in the UPMSat-2 499

solar panels, the modules are grouped in pairs connected in 500

series). 501

Three main different configurations of the satellite’s 502

attitude have been studied. 503

1) Case 1: no rotation (that is, ωd = 0), +X face always 504

pointing to the Sun along the orbit (see Figs. 8–9). 505

2) Case 2: no rotation, +X+Y diagonal always pointing 506

to the Sun along the orbit. 507

3) Case 3: nominal rotation rate, ωd = 90 rotations 508

per orbit. Besides, two more rotation rates were 509

analyzed: Case 3a ωd = 10 and Case 3b ωd = 5 510

rotations per orbit. 511

The temperature results related to Cases 1 to 3 are 512

included in Fig. 10. In the graphs, the solar cell temperatures 513

for panels +X and +Y, together with the temperatures of the 514

satellite’s Tray A (which has been selected as an example 515

of the inner temperature of the satellite), are plotted versus 516

time along one orbit, for the three selected output voltages. 517

In Case 1, the temperature of panel +X has the greater 518

variations, as it faces the Sun. On the other hand, panel 519

+Y shows lower temperatures (as it faces deep space and 520

does not receive any radiation from the Sun), with some 521

variations due to the effects of albedo and the infrared fluxes. 522

The main result to highlight is the temperature variation 523

of panel +X in relation to the output voltage. For output 524

voltages V = 18.8 V and V = 22.6 V the temperature of panel 525

+X are the basically the same. However, the higher voltage, 526

V = 24.6 V, implies larger temperatures (with maximum 527

differences of more than 10 °C), indicating a decrease of the 528

photovoltaic power supply. In Case 2, panel +Y temperature 529

shows a similar pattern to the one from +X panel, as in this 530

case this panel receives the Sun irradiance. In Case 3, the 531

temperatures of panels +X and +Y are somehow between 532

the temperatures of both panels in Case 1, oscillating around 533

an average value in each instant of the orbit as the satellite 534

is rotating now around +Z. 535

The electric power supply from all lateral panels (+X, 536

+Y, −X, and −Y) is shown in Fig. 11, in relation to the 537

instant position along the satellite’s orbit for the analyzed 538

Cases 1 to 3. The power production is clearly affected by the 539

area exposed to the Sun irradiance: the production in Case 540

2 is larger than in Case 1; but also by the output voltage, 541

as in both cases a 24.6 V voltage level implies a reduction 542

of the supplied power when the temperature rises after the 543
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Fig. 10. Temperature results for Tray A (light grey), +X solar panel
(grey), and +Y solar panel (black) using AP-3 thermo-electric model for

three selected output voltages: 18.8 V (continuous line), 22.6 V
(dashed-dotted line), and 24.6 V (dotted line). Top figure is for Case 1,

middle figure for Case 2 and figure below is for Case 3.

eclipse. Nevertheless, the photovoltaic supplied power rises544

to 20 W in Case 1 once the minimum after the eclipse is545

reached, this increase being due to the albedo radiation on546

panels +Y,−X, and−Y, which do not receive any irradiance547

from the Sun. In Case 3, the power supply oscillates due to548

the rotation of the satellite, each panel being alternatively549

irradiated. In this case, the power is almost not reduced for550

the larger voltage level, as the temperature of the panels551

remains below 30 °C.552

IV. DISCUSSION553

The main result of the thermoelectric analysis described554

in this section is to conclude that the UPMSat-2 satellite555

has an adequate design. The attitude control with which556

Fig. 11. Total produced power orbital results for the UPMSat-2 using
AP-3 thermo-electric model for three selected output voltages: 18.8 V

(continuous line), 22.6 V (dashed-dotted line), and 24.6 V (dotted line).
Top figure is for Case 1, middle figure for Case 2, and figure below is for

Case 3.

the satellite will operate corresponds to Case 3, which 557

allows power production with the higher battery voltage 558

level V = 24.6 V (see Fig. 12). It should be also said that 559

although in Case 2 the satellite exposes more solar panel’s 560

area to the Sun (and the maximum power production is 561

reached for certain output voltages), power production is 562

not guaranteed for high output voltages (since the high 563

temperatures reached by the solar panels in some parts of 564

the orbit will decrease the power production). 565

Case 1 and Case 2 will not occur for UPMSat-2 due to 566

its attitude control. However, they could have happened if 567

a three-axis stabilization had been chosen. Those situations 568

would seriously limit the power production taking into 569

account the operation voltage limits of the battery. On the 570

other hand, it could be objected that a low power production 571

in the case of a high battery voltage is not an important 572

problem, since the low amount of energy produced by the 573

panels would lead to a discharge of the battery, which 574

would lower its voltage, increasing the power production 575

GOMEZ-SAN-JUAN ET AL.: THE THERMO-ELECTRICAL MODELING OF SMALL SATELLITE’S SOLAR PANELS 9
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Fig. 12. Mean generated power per full orbit for five different
UPMSat-2 attitudes: +X solar panel oriented toward the Sun (Case 1,
dashed line), XY diagonal oriented toward the Sun (Case 2, densely

dotted line), 90 revolutions per orbit rotation rate (Case 3, dashed-dotted
line), 10 revolutions per orbit rotation rate (Case 3a, continuous line), and

5 revolutions per orbit rotation rate (Case 3b, finely dotted line).

subsequently. Nevertheless, if a constant Sun-oriented atti-576

tude of the panels is required to charge them (as it usually577

is), and power predictions without using an appropriate578

thermo-electric model are used in order to manage operation579

times of the satellite, these predictions will most likely580

present substantial deviations; the batteries may not charge581

completely and the charging period will be longer than582

expected. Additionally, it should not be forgotten that the583

low production of the panels will lead to an increase in584

temperature, which may itself be a problem if the satellite585

is close to the operating limit, as this will decrease the solar586

panels lifetime. Also, lowering the battery voltage may not587

be an option if the battery is close to its limit or other588

electrical elements depend on a high voltage on the bus.589

Bearing in mind the convenience of having a certain590

degree of rotation around the satellite +Z axis, two more591

cases were analyzed: Case 3a and Case 3b with a reduced592

rotation rate of ωd = 10 and ωd = 5 rotations per orbit,593

respectively. The results have been plotted in Fig. 12. As594

it can be observed, even a low rotation rate keeps a power595

production far from a large decrease at high output voltage596

levels.597

Finally, in Fig. 13, the temperature of the lateral solar598

panels of the UPMSat-2 (+Z solar panel is not illuminated599

in normal mode attitude), and the current supplied by them600

during one of the communication intervals with Ground601

Control (GC). It can be observed that the temperature varies602

around 4 °C within the mentioned time interval (8 minutes).603

This information was obtained during the first week after the604

satellite’s launch. The following two important conclusions605

can be derived from this figure:606

1) The rotation rate of the satellite preserves the lateral607

solar panels at low temperatures (even when they608

are illuminated), which means that voltage levels at609

open circuit voltage and MPP have been displaced610

around 1.8 V from the nominal values (to 28.5 °C and611

25.5 °C, respectively). That implies that the battery612

voltage, whose maximum output voltage is 24.6 V,613

Fig. 13. Current I, (left) and temperature (right) T, from the UPMSat-2
lateral panels during the communications interval over GC. Measured on

September 4, 2020.

will allow a continuous power flow from the solar 614

panels. 615

2) However, if the rotation rate decreases and the tem- 616

perature of the illuminated solar panels increases 617

consequently, for high battery output voltage level 618

the working point of the illuminated solar panels can 619

be placed between maximum power and open volt- 620

age points. Taking into account the 8.2·10−3 °C·s−1
621

temperature variations observed during the commu- 622

nications interval and the work carried out with the 623

SPVS 5 modules that form each solar panel [17], 624

that represent a 1% loss of power delivery around 625

the MPP in a 10-minutes interval (which turns into 626

a 12% at the middle point between maximum power 627

and open voltage points). 628

V. CONCLUSION 629

A new thermo-electrical modeling methodology for 630

small satellites has been proposed and studied in the present 631

work. This methodology comprises in a simple way the 632

coupled analysis of the solar panels’ temperature, their 633

photovoltaic efficiency, and their output voltage. A simple 634

but accurate explicit electric model of the solar panels was 635

implemented, to relate the supplied current and the output 636

voltage level, for different temperatures. 637

The results reveal a more accurate estimation of 638

the power production when compared to other simpler 639

approaches, which do not take into account the fall of 640
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the photovoltaic power production for large output voltage641

levels (close to the open circuit voltage).642

Besides, the proposed thermo-electric modeling has643

been tested with the UPMSat-2 satellite mission, using644

the thermal model (carried out in ESATAN©), to analyze645

the effects on the power production and the temperatures646

distribution of three selected attitude modes of the satellite647

within its orbit.648

In relation to the temperature, substantial variations649

have been obtained between the cases analyzed, sometimes650

above the typical margins in thermal design. Therefore, it651

can be concluded that in case of satellites with DET, the652

operating voltage in the thermal design cannot be ignored.653

The simulations carried out indicate a relevant effect of the654

battery voltage on the satellite’s temperature.655

From the power point of view, the simulations show656

that the method allows estimating the energy production of657

the satellite much more accurately and can help design the658

attitude control strategy.659

Finally, the following tasks are planned as a logical660

extent of this article:661

1) improve methodologies of thermo-electric modeling662

of nanosatellites within the NANOSTAR1 project;663

2) improvement of the simulation by including the664

UPMSat-2 battery and DC-DC thermal effects;665

3) improvement of the simulations by adding a suffi-666

ciently large thermal data package from the UPMSat-667

2 mission.668
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